BCUC INQUIRY RESPECTING SITE C
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I hope to high-lite the

ndational rights of the Cree & Duneza and

other

Aboriginal peoples on this Site C debate, as well as what's taking place in Canada
and international

towards increased recognition of the rights a

Indigenous peoples.
the arrival

Y'

the

ropeans to our land of

laws as given to us by the Creator. We still
laws, we have ave

status on

rtle Island, we lived by our

live

mature and sophisticated method

those laws. Under our
Government based on

our four laws: Share, Respect, Honor and Love.
,~~sis

is demanding bat 1rot impossitte. ~a in ~F=t.k:l-e of the freaty was to li~
~I"P"i"'V"~P\11i1ftt'ln'trl-i1~~~!"tn~~~~m15!'1'+. I know for a fact the
Government cannot say that they have honored the Treaty obligations, instead
have infringes our Treaty rights .. We the FNs have honored the Treaty and thus
have tried more than once to protect what is in this Treaty.
~nd, we 11ave

notinter·fered in the nan-Indigenous guver-nrmmt. However, on
Site C issue, we have no recourse to have our say, be heard and hopefully be the
part
the process to stop this dam once and for all.
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up our

a

we

II

ma
become
as the
is
incorporated under sec 91(24) of the British North America Act. The obligation
the colonizer to protect the
a status the Indian is one which was
recognized by Brita . It was expressed in the Royal Proclamation
ich
was the fundamental principle
consent. In
document it is clearly spelled
out that the nds belonging the FNs remain
to
u I th
a
formal surrender they yield up
Crown
The Royal Proclamation
is the oldest law rected
in which applies
Canada.
force is found today within Sees
a 35 of the Cha
Rights
a Freedoms and was expressly confirmed by Lord Denning in his decision in
1982 in the Britain Cou
Appeal. In that case he ruled that the
I
11
Proclamation of
continues to bind the governments
Canada As long as
the sun shines
the rivers flow".
In keeping with the principles of consent spelled
in the Royal
mation of
1763, treaties were concluded between the Crown a the First Nations.

The obligations were assumed
the Imperial Crown and were passed to
nada
upon Canada achieving independence, at the latest in 1930 with the passage
tatute of Westminster. This general and large fiduciary obligations gives rise to
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General

a

ad
all

reasonable care a
person
a

Far

use

on the government

make an informed

is

preserve the Indian interests

long we have faced the unjust refusal

the prov

the right of
Crees &
nezas and other Aboriginal peoples
to determine our future we have a
the prov gov over the cause

these years

recognize rights under Treaty 8 or even our inherit rights and
determine our own

re- far

long we have consta

be able to
fighting various

prov gov's ministries in protecting our lands and waters.

My elders did not sign Treaty with the Canada and we never signed the Treaty
with the provinces as well. How can any of these governments have anything
do with our Treaty? Around 1982 or so, the Patriation of the Canadian
Constitution by the Truedeau government tried to diminish our Treaty Rights
whic'l brought FNs all across Canada

secti~~s

fight the Federal Government, as a result

and 35 were added into the Charter of Rights, all our Treaties were

protected under these sections. Since then
responsibility as a fiducia

the governments have taken the

on behalf of the FNs involved. The sad pa

here is

that the non-native governments have traditionally taken the most narrow,
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hi

es in a

as
oral h

mean and

olaim that the
progress-

call

ranchers~

the land
little person, the voters

nue

rape, plunder, exploit our lands and waters.
seems to constantly take the position that constitutional or legal questions are
largely

irrelevant~

the

that is one main reason we were faced to

gov in relation

our Treaty 8 Bou

Case. We just

as of last

their butts on this case.

week, won a major

in court, and

The i

nal territories far long is

our

to courts against

little

uence

the

prov of BC and Site C and the Peace Rive is a prime example. Despite legal
opinions to the contra the prov gov continues
as it
the Williams
Lake case victory of two years ago is another example, the

has not

addressed nor settled with the Williams lake Band.

is case was based on

consent- just what does it take or what will it take,

open the eyes of the gov

and to start working with us FNs instead of pushing us away on a continual
process.
it goes to this present day in relations

FNs the prov gov and its' ministries

current political and legislative strategy towards FNs have no legal validity. It
lacks legitimacy from either Canada or International perspective as it is, it
seriously impinging on our treaty rights and our fundamental status, rights and
interests.
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assume or

If

?

ilure
consider im

a

on Aboriginal peoples

with BCH. It is astonishing but not su

rising that the above

and

statements remain inadequently addressed or completely unanswered.

From the first Whacky Bennett Dam, in the 60s, the
the

maki

s were not even i

in

process, our treaties and rights within
were
once had a migration
and BCH. They flooded nds

sheep and caribou of what we lost for ever. We've lost hunting, camping, berry
picking grou
loss

medicinal plant areas and even our fishing areas. Because

sheep and caribou, the WMFN and my rez have taken the initiative to save

our small caribou herd, I believe we started with 7 and now I think are up to
so and yes, our members are not allowed

or

hunt them. We have lost the sheep

and do not see them around anymore and no more goats as well.

The main transm

like runs through our territories and one through the rez

and we never did get any form of compensation, and mitigation was not even
mentioned. At our Site C hearing on the rez, not one person spoke in
one elder even asked, "How do you justify the 7 billion dollar bill on this dam?"
BCH could not answer that question. In

past our hydro bills use

come to

the rez
mail, and they even charged us tax of which we are not suppose
pay,
cause in out treaties we are excempt from paying tax on our reserve lands. An
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come we
answer.

ad
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on our

bills

